
Are You Ready?



GO!



SOFABATON U1
The One for All Smart Remote

Smarter, Better
The Elegant, Powerful Universal Remote With An App



Why SofaBaton U1 ?

We love home electronics that make our life 

comfortable, but we dislike having a remote 

come with every device. Learning how to use 

each remote device separately is a hassle, 

and every remote drains battery power even 

when not in use. 

It isn't convenient or environmentally friendly 

to have so many remote controls at home, so 

let's replace them with one.



Meet the U1
Better, Smarter and Simpler with the SofaBaton App

• Simple mobile App used to set up and configurate the U1 remote

• Cover thousands of IR codes of remotes with a secure cloud database

• Self-learning capability to adapt to old or new devices, offering superior 

flexibilities

• Consume less energy with Ble 4.0 Technology

• Support upto 50 devices, making the U1 truly universal

• Advanced OLED display

• Customizable Macro keys functionality, making the U1 more powerful

• Supporting Bluetooth remotes, including Amazon Fire TV and others



兑读体验，媲美纸书

Wider Angle Further Distance

We custom made our Infrared 
emitter and adjusted to ensure it 
will cover  a wide angle and reach 
up to 10m distance. The Bluetooth 
ranges further at 50m in open 
space or 20m indoor.

Streamline your streaming experience

Energy Efficient 

Our several months-long testing 
shows that two classic AA batteries
should last at least 6 months with 
normal daily usage. 

IR Code On the Cloud

Sofabaton U1 is backed with 
dynamic cloud database that 
already contains over 5500 
remote controllers and 125,000 IR 
codes, and it keeps growing each 
day.  The code is hosted on the 
cloud which is safe and secure.

Ble Remote Supported

With the increasing pouplarity of 
streaming players, like amazon 
FireTV, it is necessary to include 
Bluetooth remote protocol in the 
U1. 

Now you can ditch your remote 
and enjoy streaming truly freely. 



Easy to Use App, Even Your Grandma Can Do It

Search “Sofabaton” on iOS app store or Google Play



Customizable by Creating Your Own Scene
Let the Macro Keys Do the Magic



Got a Bluetooth Remote supported device?
No Problem. You are covered.

Built-in Ble 4.0 Low Energy Chip 

Working seamlessly with both your phone and your device via the same 
Bluetooth chip

Fire TV and many more

Adding SofaBaton U1 as a third party remote is as easy as learning ABC



More Devices, Fewer Remotes
Add upto 50 devices, ditch all your remotes



IR Code on the Cloud

Thousands of Codes, Secured.

Powerful

Secure

Flexible

5500 remote controllers and 125,000 IR codes

IR code sets hosted on secure remote server, and encrypted

Missing IR codes? NO problem. Use the learning feature to learn from your 
old remote.



Package Size: 220*90*60mm

Model: U1-01BC

Product Size: 196*49*28mm

Product Name: SofaBaton Smart Remote U1 

Weight: 153g/5.4oz (with two AA batteries) 

Wireless Technology: Bluetooth 4.0 

Control Protocol: Infrared (IR) 

IR Range: 10m/33ft

Ble Range: 20m/66ft

Power: 2xAA Alkaline Batteries



Start Experiencing the Difference Today




